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Abstract. Around 2017 women wearing face-veil has been increase in Indonesia. Nevertheless, high perceptions and behavioral discrimination are still experienced by most face-veiled women in their daily social life. This can be harming happiness which is an important psychological condition for every individual furthermore. Through sample of 199 participants of early adult women who wearing face-veil from big cities area, OHQ scale (Hills & Argyle, 2002) was used to measure happiness, MMS scale (Dasti & Sitwat, 2014) for Islamic spirituality, and IPC scale (Levenson, 1981) for locus of control. Validity test is done firstly by CFA method and Lisrel software. Then a multiple analysis method (MRA) was carried out to test the effect through SPSS software. Analysis results of this study indicated there is a significant effect of Islamic spirituality and locus of control towards happiness of face-veiled women in big cities, with statistical value at 55.1%. Whereas regression coefficient results showed that four sub-variables that contributed significantly are self discipline, feelings connectedness with Allah, meanness-generosity, and internal locus. The author hopes that the implications of the research results will be reviewed and developed in further research by further examining what factors are the fourth factors and deepening the information on things that will increase happiness, especially in certain groups, such as women wearing face-veil.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, woman who wear face-veil or niqab or purdah is something that is not too odd to be found in society. Women wearing face-veil have increased, especially in some big cities in Indonesia such as Aceh, Pekanbaru, Jakarta, Bandung, and Poso (Novri, 2016). As it is indicated by the establishment of a community named Niqab Squad, which is accommodating all of women with face-veil (Yulistara, 2017b).

Evidently when the first gathering held, there were more than 500 face-veiled-women come from big cities and surrounding areas (Yulistara, 2017a). In addition, the increasing in phenomena is also marked by its impact on the design of clothing orders. Muslim wedding dresses with face-veil reportedly increased in order around 2017 even there were rarely ordering with these designs before (Yulistara, 2017b).

Face-veil is a form of clothing that covers the entire of face by only showing eyes or area around eyes (Ratri, 2011). There are several different opinions (khilafiyah) among scholars or ulama regarding the law of wearing face-veil. Some stated it is wajib or obligatory (Shalih, 2001) whereas others stated it as a mustahabb or recommended (Albani, 2016) according to syariah or Islamic law about woman wearing face-veil.

In response to these issues, majority of scholars consider conditions and circumstances to establish its law for a woman. Hidayat (2018) explained that woman individually can choose which law should be referred to by considering some virtues of its benefit (the law advocating veil) or an obstacle that may be encountered when taking these virtues, so they can choose a lighter law that is musahabbah or unprioritazing to wear a face-veil.

But Amanda and Mardianto (2014) revealed even majority of population in Indonesia is Islamic believer, women wearing face-veil still not fully accepted by public in general. Among threats that are still faced by women wearing face-veil are stigma of societies that identify wearing a face-veil with people of radicalism and terrorism (Nirawati, 2016; Muliono, 2017; Rahman & Syafiq, 2017). One example occurs towards some women wearing face-veil in one of sub-district in Riau (Novri, 2016).

Then another threat are public service discrimination (Amanda & Mardianto, 2014). As a matter of fact about disallowance on waering a face-veil involves one of private educational institution in Tangerang (Hambali, 2017a).

Some of these disallowance state if wearing a face-veil makes a barriers to communication (Hanurawan, 2010). Because individuals will instinctively have more difficulty recognizing a closed face and emotion (Kret & Fischer, 2017). Especially women who only show eyes with transparency of 20% will get a greater tendency to be attributed by angry and fearful emotions by others (Kret & de Gelder, 2012).

This makes people tend to give more negative perceptions to individuals whose dresses more covered (Everett, et al., 2015). The greater this negative perception affects the greater negative attitude of people towards woman who cover her face likely veiled women (Fischer, Gillebaart, Rotteveel, Becker, & Vilek, 2012).

Existence of indifference prejudices to behavioral discrimination from some people makes women wearing face-veil feel disturbed, uncomfortable, and depressed (Rahman & Syafiq, 2017) as far as feeling threatened (Hambali, 2017b). All of these restless psychological conditions can lead women to stress (Taylor, Peplau, & Sears, 2009).

Threats of personal freedom to stressful pressures can affect a decrease in the level of happiness of individuals (Alavi, 2007). Good social contact which is the main essence of happiness in women will be disrupted women (Diener & Biswas-Diener, 2008).
Whereas happiness is an important aspect for every individual, as it is no exception for women wearing veil. Happiness is the thing that every person dreaming more than wealth and popularity (Boniwell, 2008). Aristotle through his observations stated that happiness is the whole and the end of goal of individual's existence (in Lopez, 2008). Happiness is seen as a value that needs to be owned and a goal that needs to be achieved universally (Altiner, 2015).

From the breadth of views on happiness study, there are also various formulations comes from psychologists. Among them are Seligman with authentic happiness (Lopez, 2009) or Diener with subjective well-being (Diener & Biswas-Diener, 2008). Hills and Argyle (2002) define happiness as when women wearing face-veil are able to feel and receive high life satisfaction and high positive emotion and feel low negative emotions at same time.

Happiness is not just a common dream, but a psychological state that brings significant benefits and influences in life. They are improving physical health, enhancement quality of mental health (Boniwell, 2008), help in dealing with various problem solving and find the right answer to make a decision (in Snyder & Lopez, 2007), and including individual success (Lyubomirsky, King & Diener, 2005).

In sum, Martin (in Alavi, 2007) states if individual will function better, mentally and physically, when individuals feel happy. Becoming more passionate, more successful, more creative, healthier and live longer. A lot of meaningful benefits by having happiness, making happiness as an important emotion to be felt and maintained for each individual's stability.

To determine exactly what factors play a role for women wearing face-veil to increase happiness, a preliminary study (pilot study) was conducted earlier. Through short interview method, results show that some caused are due to feeling of closeness with God and one’s perception toward things happened.

Feeling of closeness with God is ones reflection of religious values inherent among women wearing face-veil. In psychological term, this is called condition of spirituality. This spirituality is more exclusively refering to Islamic spirituality, where the feeling of closeness is shown to God, namely Allah SWT, which is core part of teachings of Islam.

Through face-veil she wearing, women hope for rewards from Rido Allah, to obtain salvation on the Last Day or akhirah. Belief in hereafter as an eternal happiness has helped many individuals to find purpose of life and to maintain moral courage and kindness when individuals face difficulties and hardships (Alavi, 2007). According to Diener and Biswas-Diener (2008), religion is indeed the center of the lives of billions people, so individuals will tend to use clothing and jewelry related to their religion, likely wearing face-veil as Islamic believer.

Spirituality help people integrating their wants and needs, then substantially set to become a life destination (Franklin, 2010). Because basically all individuals need something above (outside) themselves to be believed, something that can be the goal of life and death (Myers in Franklin, 2010). So that individuals who are spiritualists are found to more demonstrate welfare and higher happiness of than non-spiritualists (Diener & Biswas-Diener, 2008).

Besides spiritual factor, another factor that plays a role in influencing happiness is one’s perception towards things happened or likely to be called as locus of control (Argyle in Pannells & Claxton, 2008). Locus of control is considered as one of cognitive aspects of an individual’s personality related to his thinking style so that these characteristics can be manipulated to enhance various emotions, including happiness (Pannells & Claxton, 2008).

Individuals with internal locus’ tendency believe what regulates their behavior at all times is themselves. While individuals with external locus’ tendency believe situations
occur to him and all their behavior are part of fate or caused by encouragement from others (Rotter in Pannells & Claxton, 2008).

Therefore individuals with internal locus tendencies have more significant levels of happiness (Devin et al., 2012). Because these individuals tend to focus more on finding new actions that can be done when things do not match their expectations take place, rather than spending time blaming surroundings (Devin et al., 2012). They will remember more positive things in life and try to repress their failures.

This is contrary to individuals with external locus tendencies who tend to find it difficult to make changes because they see things are influenced by external factors, such as other people or luck. So they do not have ability to change their lives (Pannells & Claxton, 2008). Making they focus to depend his happiness from outside likely to cause individuals to feel unhappy.

Based on these theories about happiness, benefits and factors causing it as well as condition of field that do not match expectations have experienced by face-veiled women, we wants to examine more about how are condition of happiness on women wearing face-veil, how much level of happiness is felt and how much spiritual and locus of control will play a role in effecting happiness on women wearing face-veil.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

**Demographic information**

Participants in this study were women who wear a face-veil in their daily lives. They are in the early and middle adulthood (18 - 45 years) as well as lives in big cities. Total participants in this study were 199 participants.

**Measurements**

*Happiness scale.* Adapted from OHQ scale (Oxford Happiness Questionnaire) which developed by Hills and Argyle (2002). Consists of 6 dimensions with 29 items. Each item on this scale contains six alternative answers. Participants were asked to choose one alternative answer from each of items that most describing or explaining what he felt during previous week before, including the day of answer was taken directly (Liaghatdar, et al., 2008). Reliability of OHQ internal consistency in this study has been reported with Chi-Square value = 290.01, df = 255, P-value = 0.06507, and RMSEA = 0.026.

*Islamic spiritual scale.* Adapted from MMS scale (Multidimensional Measure of Islamic Spirituality) which firstly developed by Dasti and Sitwat (2014). This measuring instrument is considered to be quite comprehensive and different from other Islamic orientation measurement tools because it contains eight dimensions that are quite specific in explaining values of Islamic teachings. Contains 8 dimensions with 75 items. But in this study, only 46 items were taken after going through the process of adaptation with expert judgments.

*Locus of control scale.* Adapted from IPC Scale (Internal, Powerful Others, and Chance) which developed by Levenson (1981). This measurement tool is multidimensional and uses a Likert scale making it easier to cut the value of each type of locus of control. The items are more specific and not as common as Rotter scale (1966), and are considered to have low social desirability or low bias effect (Halpert & Hill, 2011).

**RESULT AND ANALYSIS**

The following is an overview of the overall research participants:

Table 4.1: General description of research participants
Based on data in table 1, from total of 199 participants, it can be concluded that 53.8% of participants have been wearing face-veil for duration of 1-3 years. While 73.9% of participants came from 18-24 years of age.

Table 2 ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Summary</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Sig. F Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.742*</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) Predictors: (Constant), Lokus_situasi, Plk_dermawan, Plk_ekspansif, Lokus internal, Lokus orglain, Perasaan dekat, Plk_Disiplin, Plk_toleransi, Plk_Bangga.

Based on data in table above, we can see that acquisition of \(R^2\) is 0.551 or 55.1%. This means that proportion of variance of happiness explained by Islamic spirituality and locus of control in this study is up to 55.1% while the rest is influenced by other variables outside of this study.

Then, it is known that value of Sig. at the very right column is 0.000. Hence the null hypothesis which states "there is no significant effect of Islamic spirituality (quest and search for divinity, feelings of connectedness with Allah, self discipline, anger and expansive behavior, self-aggrandizement, meanness-generosity behavior, tolerance-intolerance, and Islamic practices) and locus of control (locus of internal, locus of powerful others, and locus of chance)" is rejected. It means there is a significant effect of overall independent variable towards happiness of women wearing face-veil in the big cities.

Table 3 Coefficient regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients*</th>
<th>Unstandardized B</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>5.009</td>
<td>6.054</td>
<td>0.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilaku disiplin</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pencarian makna ketuhanan</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilaku ekspansif</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilaku membanggakan diri</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perasaan kedekatan dengan Allah</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>,010*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilaku kedermawanan</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>,001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilaku toleransi</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praktik ibadah islam</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lokus internal</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lokus orang lain</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lokus situasi</td>
<td>-0.081</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) Dependent Variable: Kebahagiaan

Based on table 3 displaying regression coefficient of each independent variable, accordingly regression equation is as follows:

\[
\text{Happiness} = 5.009 + 0.285*\text{self-discipline} + 0.110\text{quest and search for divinity} - 0.062\text{anger and expansive behavior} - 0.002\text{self-aggrandizement} + 0.218*\text{feelings of connectedness with Allah} + 0.213*\text{meanness-generosity} + 0.96\text{tolerance-intolerance} - 0.035\text{Islamic practices} + 0.226*\text{internal} - 0.068\text{powerful other} - 0.081\text{chance} + E.
\]

To find out a significant regression coefficient, we can see it in the column of significant values. If sig. <0.05, then regression coefficient has a significant effect on the dependent variable. Following is explanation of all regression coefficients of each independent variable: a) Regression coefficient value in self-discipline variable is at +0,285 with significance value of 0,000 (Sig. P <0,05). Then the null
hypothesis is rejected, that is to say regression coefficient of self-discipline variable has a significant effect on happiness. Positive coefficient value means that the higher individual’s tendency to behave in form of self-discipline, the higher of happiness she has; b) Regression coefficient value in quest and search for divinity variable is at +0.0110 with significance value of 0.246 ($Sig. P > 0.05$). Then the null hypothesis is accepted, that is to say no significant effect of quest and search for divinity variable on happiness; c) Regression coefficient value in anger and expansive behavior variable is at -0.062 with significance value of 0.402 ($Sig. P > 0.05$). Then the null hypothesis is accepted, that is to say no significant effect of anger and expansive behavior variable on happiness; d) Regression coefficient value in self-aggrandizement variable is at -0.002 with significance value of 0.979 ($Sig. P > 0.05$). Then the null hypothesis is accepted, that is to say no significant effect of self-aggrandizement variable on happiness; e) Regression coefficient value in feelings of connectedness with Allah variable is at +0.218 with significance value of 0.010 ($Sig. P < 0.05$). Then the null hypothesis is rejected, that is to say regression coefficient of feelings of connectedness with Allah variable has a significant effect on happiness. Positive coefficient value means that the higher tendency of individual who have internal locus of control, the higher of happiness she has; f) Regression coefficient value in meanness-generosity variable is at +0.213 with significance value of 0.001 ($Sig. P < 0.05$). Then the null hypothesis is rejected, that is to say regression coefficient of meanness-generosity variable has a significant effect on happiness. Positive coefficient value means that the higher individual’s tendency to behave generously towards others, the higher of happiness she has; g) Regression coefficient value in tolerance-intolerance variable is at +0.096 with significance value of 0.207 ($Sig. P > 0.05$). Then the null hypothesis is accepted, that is to say no significant effect of tolerance-intolerance variable on happiness; h) Regression coefficient value of Islamic practices variable is at -0.035 with significance value of 0.691 ($Sig. P > 0.05$). Then the null hypothesis is accepted, that is to say no significant effect of Islamic practices variable on happiness; i) Regression coefficient value of locus of internal variable is at +0.226 with significance value of 0.000 ($Sig. P <0.05$). Then the null hypothesis is rejected, that is to say regression coefficient of locus of internal variable has a significant effect on happiness. Positive coefficient value means that the higher tendency of individual who have internal locus of control, the higher of happiness she has; j) Regression coefficient value in locus of powerful others variable is at -0.068 with significance value of 0.257 ($Sig. P > 0.05$). Then the null hypothesis is accepted, that is to say no significant effect of locus of powerful others variable on happiness; k) Regression coefficient value in locus of chance variable is at -0.081 with significance value of 0.253 ($Sig. P > 0.05$). Then the null hypothesis is accepted, that is to say no significant effect of locus of chance variable on happiness.

CONCLUSION

According to Hofmann et al. (2013) individuals with high levels of disciplinary behavior will be much better at controlling their daily and routine activities so that they avoid problems or difficulties that might occur. Regularity in every routine helps an individual to achieve various goals in his life so that he can feel life satisfaction and help her improve positive emotions.

According to Dasti and Sitwat (2014) this may also be motivated by one of manifestation of teachings in Islam, that is spiritual values, where individuals believe if Allah loves disciplined actions regardless of how small its meaning (Mawlud in Dasti & Sitwat, 2014). The teachings in Islam which emphasize that life lived by each individual is essentially a capital
for him to achieve lasting happiness. This happiness alone will only be achieved if individuals are disciplined in their daily lives, such as forming routine and aimed activities (Dasti & Sitwat, 2014).

High discipline behavior will direct individuals to resist impulsive temptations and work according to long-term goals. Discipline will cause individuals to sacrifice a variety of momentary pleasures but facilitate them in achieving more important goals (Garbunovs, Kepenieks, & Cakula, 2016). Success in achieving every more important goal is what is predicted to be the cause of a steady increase in happiness, not merely a moment of pleasure.

Then another variable that has a significant positive effect on happiness is feeling of connectedness with Allah of Islamic spirituality variable. This means that women wearing face-veil who have the higher feeling of being connected with Allah, the higher level of happiness they have. Basically, in Islamic spirituality, individual relationships with Allah are based on His Mercy. Islamic believers believe Allah as his one and only God, believe in His Destiny and Determination, and be optimistic about each of these provisions (Khodayarifard, et al., 2016). This optimistic attitude and hope for His Mercy leads individuals to happiness and decreases anxiety (Khodayarifard, et al., 2016).

Beck (in Rashidi et al., 2016) states that individuals who have a high relationship with God (secure attachment) will feel more happiness. Whereas in a different study by Bradshaw et al. (2010) found that individuals with a low relationship with God significantly influence high stress levels. Both of these studies explain if relationship of feeling connected to God is same as feeling of being secure from parents. Individuals who have high and safe feeling of attachment to their God tend to foster composure and tranquility when facing whether conflicts or challenges. This positive attitude makes individuals happy regardless of whatsoever conditions they experience, they tend to look for positive ways to respond to these conditions.

Another variable that have positive significance effect on happiness is meanness-generosity behavior of Islamic spirituality variable. This means that the higher generous behavior of women wearing face-veil, the higher happiness they have. In connection with strong beliefs (internal belief system) of God’s mercy making individuals more motivated to act compassionate (generous) towards others.

Through various forms of generosity behavior (such as helping to solve problems, alleviating sesame affairs) will add meaningful feelings to individual and then increase his happiness (Khodayarifard, et al., 2016). Furthermore, by acting as an altruist and volunteer (next level of generous behavior) will further increase meaningfulness in life and making individuals more prosperous and happy twice as the others (Holder, et al., 2010; Alavi, 2007).

Then the last variable in this study that have positive significant effect on happiness is internal locus of locus of control variable. That is to say the higher women wearing face-veil has tendency of internal locus, the higher happiness they have. Individuals with a high tendency of internal locus will try to repress failures that have been experienced and remember successes that have been obtained (Ramezani & Gholtash, 2015). Because individuals tend to conclude if their happiness and well-being can be maximized by mobilizing the best efforts that can be done.

Individuals with a high degree of internal locus tendencies believe that they themselves are responsible for their own behavior and every decision (Devin et al., 2012). Through this style of thinking, individuals tend not to spend time lamenting fact that something like an event is beyond expectations. Rather, they tend to look for opportunities and actions that can reverse the situation. This style of thinking manipulates negative emotions that were initially felt to be positive emotions, tranquility,
and happiness in individuals (Pannells & Claxton, 2008).

CONCLUSION

Focus of this research is to find out factors that influence happiness of women wearing face-veil in big cities. Based on result of this study showed happiness of majority of women wearing face-veil are only at moderate level, which is as much as 68.3%. While women wearing face-veil who have high and low levels of happiness are not much different, specifically as much as 16.1% and 15.6%.

Through results of regression coefficients in this study, showing that self-discipline of Islamic spirituality variable positively has the greatest and most significant influence on happiness. The higher discipline behavior possessed by face-veiled women in big cities, the higher level of happiness they have. Individuals who uphold high self-discipline behaviors, such as in demands of worship, eating, sleeping, being persistent, eager to achieve goals, etc., tend to have good fortitude, perseverance, and self-control. The author hopes that the implications of the research results will be reviewed and developed in further research by further examining what factors are the fourth factors and deepening the information on things that will increase happiness, especially in certain groups, such as women wearing face-veil.
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